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Short proofs of the addition formulas for Gegenbauer pofynomials and for 
Jacobi polynomials are given. The properties of certain special orthogonal 
polynomials in two, respectively three, variables are used. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
The addition formula for Jacobi polynomials was announced by the author 
in [2]. Afterward, three different proofs were published (cf. [3, 4, 51). A special 
case was earlier obtained by Sapiro [6]. The addition formula is a central result 
in the theory of Jacobi polynomials which implies many other important 
formulas. Therefore, it seems worthwhile to publish yet another proof of this 
addition formula. Compared to the earlier proofs, the present proof is rather 
short and it does not involve many calculations. However, it would not have 
been easy to obtain this proof without knowing the addition formula. 
The idea of the proof is as follows. Consider the three-dimensional region 
bounded by the cone .z2 - 2xy = 0 and by the plane x +y = 1. Let X- 
denote the class of all nth-degree orthogonal polynomials on this region with 
respect to the weight function (1 - x - y)“-0-I (Zxy - 9)8--t. Then an explicit 
orthogonal basis can be constructed for & in terms of products of certain 
Jacobi polynomials. The region and the weight function are invariant with 
respect to rotations around the axis of the cone. Therefore, the reproducing 
kernel of 2% is invariant under such rotations. The addition formula for Jacobi 
polynomials follows from this symmetry relation for the reproducing kernel. 
There exists a similar proof of the addition formula for Gegenbauer polynomials. 
It uses orthogonal polynomials in two variables on the unit disk. 
It is of interest to compare the present proof of the addition formula for 
Jacobi polynomials with two earlier proofs by group theoretic methods (cf. 
[3, 43). In these two references a much bigger symmetry group was used than 
the one-parameter group considered in the present paper. Furthermore, a 
restriction to integer or half-integer values of the parameters OL and ,L3 is not 
required here. 
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2. PRELIMINARIES 
For Q, j3 > -1 Jacobi polynomials PglB) (x) are orthogonal polynomials of 
degree n on the interval (-I, 1) with respect to the weight function 
(1 -X>“(l +x)” and with the normalization P$s’(l) = (a + 1),/n!. The 
quadratic norm /$*a’ of a Jacobi polynomial Pz9@‘(x) is given by 
hp) =;l (P$fl’(s))2 (1 - x>” (1 s $x)D dx
2Q+~+lr(n + a + 1) r(n + /CI f 1) 
(2.1) 
P +~+~+l)n!r(nfor+/3+1)~ 
For 01 = /3 Jacobi polynomials are called Gegenbauer polynomials. Note that 
pp-,y) zz (-1)” Pk*“‘(,). 
Let R be a bounded region in the q-dimensional Euclidean space E, and let 
W(X) = W(Xl ) x2 )...) x,) be a positive continuous integrable function on R. 
The class Xn of orthogonal polynomials of degree 71 on R with respect to the 
weight function w(x) consists of ail polynomials p(xi , x2 ,..., x,) of degree 7t 
such that 
! p(x) q(x) W(X) dx = 0 R 
if q is a polynomial of degree less than n. There are infinitely many ways to 
choose an orthogonal basis of Y$ . One possible method is to apply the Gram- 
Schmidt orthogonalization process to the monomials 
which are arranged by lexicographic ordering of the q-tuples (n, , n2 ,..., n,). 
Let P1 , Pz ,..., p, be an arbitrary orthogonal basis of s+?? and let 
The function 
K(x, Y) = f II Pk II-? P&4 P/c(Y) (x, Y E 4 (2.2) 
I;=1 
is called the reproducing kernel of Xm . Note that K(x,y) is independent of 
the choice of the orthogonal basis. In particular, if T is an isometric mapping of 
E, onto itself such that T(R) = R and w(7’x) = w(x) (X E R) then 
fwk TY) = fQ,Y). (2.3) 
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3. THE ADDITION FORMULA FOR GEGENBAUER POLYNOMIALS 
Let 01 > - 4. The formula 
P~“)(cos 0 cos 7 + sin 0 sin 7 cos +) 
= i cs,,(sin 0)” Pt?f’“+“)(cos 0) (sin T)” P>?f*“+k)(cos T) Pk-+‘“-+)(cos +), 
k=O 
where 
(3.1) 
n k _ (a + k) (n + 2ci + l)k (201 + l)k (n - 4! 
c * 22”(a + +!k) (a + 6)k (a + 1)n (3.2) 
is called the addition formula for Gegenbauer polynomials (cf. [l, 3.15(19)]). 
For fixed 19, formula (3.1) can be considered as an expansion of the left-hand side 
in terms of the functions 
(sin T>” P(a+“.“+“)(cos T) p~-:‘a-t)(cos ~) 
n-k 
Lemma 3.1 below states that these functions are orthogonal polynomials in the 
two variables x = cos 7 and y = sin 7 cos 4. A new short proof of (3.1) then 
follows very easily. 
LEMMA 3.1. Let tin be the class of orthogonal polynomials of degree n on the 
disk R = {(x, y) / x2 + y2 < l> with respect to the weightfunction (1 - x2 - y2)or-*, 
01 > - 4. Then the functions 
P7z,k(X, Y) = pn-k (n+k.a+kfx) (1 _ ,g)fR p~-f.“-“(y( 1 _ x2)-:) (3.3) 
(k = 0, 1, 2,..., n) form an orthogonal basis of ZW which is obtained by ortho- 
gonalixation of the sequence 1, x, y, x2, xy, y2, x3, x2y ,.... 
Proof. Clearly, p&x, y) is a linear combination of the monomials 
1) 92, y, X2, xy, y2 ,...) P, xT&-ly )..., x +liyfi, and the coefficient of ~~~~~~~ is nonzero. 
By substituting u = x, ~1 = y(1 - x2)- * and by using the orthogonality pro- 
perties of Jacobi polynomials it follows that 
J P,,~(x, y) p,&x, y) (1 - x2 - y”)“-+ dx dy = S,,,6,,,h’,~~.“+k’h~-~,~-~‘. l R 
Next we prove (3.1). Any rotation T around the origin maps the disk R onto 
itself and leaves the weight function (1 - .a+ - y2p-* invariant. Let 
K((x, y)> cx’> y’)) = f 11 Pn.k //-2Pn.k(X, Y) Pn.k(x’t Y’). 
k=O 
(3.4) 
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Hence, it follows from (2.3) that 
K((x, y), (cos 0, sin 0)) = K(( x cos 0 + y sin 0, --x sin 6 + y cos Q (1,O)). 
(3.5) 
Substitution of (3.3) and (3.4) in (3.5) gives 
iI p,,, /I-’ P?*“)(l) ptsa)(x cos 0 + y sin 0) 
_ $” 11 p,,, j/-2 P$ya+k)(x) (1 - .?)fk &-‘*“-‘)(y(l - X2)-f) (3.6) 
Putting x = cos 7, y = sin 7 cos 0 in (3.6) we obtain (3.1) with 
By Using that ilp,,k /I2 = A,-, 
(a+k,a+k)h(n-$,a-11 
k , a straightforward calculation gives 
back (3.2). 
4. THE ADDITION FORMULA FOR JACOBI POLYNOMIALS 
Let 01 > /3 > - 4. The formula 
p$“(2 cot? 0 cos’ T + 2 sin’ 0 sin2 7 r2 + sin 28 sin 27 r cos I$ - 1) 
= i. & CZ!l (sin f3)2k-z (COS e)V-$~;k-~~a+~)(c~~ 28  
. (sin G-)*~-’ (cos T)” P~~~kzr;-~*O+z)(cos 27) 
(4.1) 
. rp~f&4-l.8+~)(2y2 _ 1) p~-tJ-t)(,,, $), 
where 
$%8) _ ( 
(a + zk - 2) (6 + z, (n + O1 + fi + l)k 
x (p + n - k + z + l)k-Z (2p + l>Z (O - K)! > 
*‘ksz - (a + k, (fl + tl) (is + l)k (p + t)Z (a + ’ + I)?%-Z 
(4.2) 
is called the addition formula for Jacobi polynomials (cf. [2, (3)]). It was pointed 
out in [5, Sect. 31 that for fixed 0 and 7, formula (4.1) can be considered as an 
expansion of the left-hand side in terms of the functions 
y pk-Z 
1 (a-a-1,B+z)(2r2 _ 1) p~-t*8-t)(,,,+), 
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which are orthogonal polynomials in the two variables r2 and Y cos 4. However, 
for fixed 0, formula (4.1) can also be considered as an expansion of the left-hand 
side in terms of functions in r, Y, 4 which are orthogonal polynomials in the three 
variables x = cos2 7, y = r2 sin2 7, z = 2-4, sin 27 cos 4. This will be proved 
in Lemma 4.1 below. Then the addition formula (4.1) follows in a similar way 
as the result in Section 3. 
Let R be the three-dimensional region ((x, y, a) 1 0 < z + y < 1, z2 < 2xy}, 
2 which is bounded by the cone .a = 2xy and by the plane x + y = 1 orthogonal 
to the axis of the cone. Let 2% be the class of orthogonal polynomials of degree 
n on the region R with respect to the weight function 
w(x, y, z) = (1 - X - y)a-s-l(2Xy - ,q-:, cx>p>-g. (4.3) 
LEMMA 4.1. The functions 
pn,k,l(X, y, z) = Pk?;r-r*s+1)(2X - 1) (1 - +--l 
* P$E-1.8+z)((x + 2y - l)/(l - X)) (xy)f” P,‘e-+*4-*‘((2*y)-+ a) 
(4.4) 
(n > k 2 1 3 0) form an orthogonal basis of Zn , which is obtained by orthogonal- 
ization of the sequence 
1, x, y, x, x2, xy, xz, y’, yz, 22, X3 ,.... 
Proof. Clearly, function pnSK,$ (x, y, z) is a polynomial of degree 1z in X, y, z, 
of degree k in y, z and of degree 1 in z. Hence, ~,,~,r(x, y, z) is a linear combina- 
tion of monomials x?“~-?~“z-%z? with “highest” term const. x--~~~-~z~. Let 
24 =2X- 1, u = (X + 2y - l)/(l - x), w = z(2xy)-*. The mapping 
(x,y, x)--f (u, V, w) is a diffeomorphism from R onto the cubic region 
{(u,et,w)/-l<u<l,-l<v<l,-l<w<l}. By making this sub- 
stitution and by using the orthogonality properties of Jacobi polynomials it 
follows that 
Ju Pn.k*& Y? 4 Pd.k’,Z 1(x, y, z) 4x, y, 4 dx dy d. R 
= 8 ,& ,a , 2--2a--2k-i-lh~~~k-z,8+z) h~-~s-l,o+z)hl(o-).s-t) n.n k.k 1.1 
Next we prove the addition formula (4.1). Let 
K((x, Y, 29, (x’, Y’, 2’)) = f i Ii P n.k,Z /I-2Pn,k,Z(% Yl Z)Pn.k.Z(X’, Y’, ‘+ (4-5) 
k=O I=0 
It follows from (4.4) that p,&l, 0, 0) = 0 if (n, k, I) f (n, 0, 0). Hence 
K((x, y, z), (1) 0,O)) = 1~ p,,o,o lI-2 P$“)(l) P?‘(2x - 1). (4.6) 
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Any rotation around the axis {(x, y, .a) / x = y, a = 0) of the cone maps the 
region R onto itself and leaves the weight function W(X, y, z) invariant. In 
particular, consider a rotation of this type over an angle -20. It maps point 
(cot? 8, sin2 0,2-+ sin 20) onto (1, 0,O) and point (x, y, a) onto a point (f, 7, 5) 
where f = .t‘ co9 t9 + y sin2 B + 2-3.~ sin 20. Hence, by (2.3) (4.4), (4.5), and 
(4.6) we have 
!ip,,o,o I/--? F$“‘(l) Pk*a)(2( x (303~ e + y sin2 e + 2-+x sin 28) - 1) 
= K((w, y, z), (~0s~ 8, sin2 8, 2-t sin 28)) 
. (sin ej21c-l (COS e)” P~~~k-z~O+z)(~~~ 28) 
* (x~p Pi” “*9(2xy)-* z). (4.7) 
Substitution of x = COG 7, y = Y sin” T, z = 2-*r sin 27 cos 4 gives (4.1) with 
c$/)z = llP?z.o.o /I2 ~kO-l*O+z)(l) PF4-t’(l) * . !lP n,*.1112 PyYl) 
Using the expression for I( pn,k,l lj2 at the end of the proof of Lemma 4.1 we get 
back formula (4.2). 
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